ADDING DIVERSITY,
EXPERTISE, AND
EFFICIENCY TO
YOUR TEAM
RECRUITING REINVENTED
We created our recruiting company, Connectalent, in 2019 to encourage moms to

OUR TALENT

find their work/life balance and help companies attract and retain female talent.
As working moms to young children, we understand the struggles firsthand and
have always championed flexible work opportunities, or "flexwork," as the best
solution for both employees and employers.

57%

Hold an
advanced degree

65%

Not seeking jobs
outside Connectalent

7+

Average years of
work experience

Fortunately, after COVID forced many companies to hastily implement work from
home policies, it appears that flexwork is here to stay for the foreseeable future, in
some

capacity.

Employers

are

now

starting

to

ramp

up

hiring,

seeking

professionals in various fields to work partially from home on a full time, part time,
or contract basis. This sea change (minus the child care and COVID crisis itself),
will hopefully help companies retain their talented female professionals, benefit
working moms, and attract women back to the workforce after a career break.

Since we launched Connectalent last year on the premise of promoting flexwork,
we are now in a prime position to help employers find their perfect fit in this new
world, where flexible and remote work is the norm!

CONTACT US:
INFO@CONNECTALENTCT.COM
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CO-FOUNDERS MESSAGE
Runa Knapp & Jasmine Silver
"We

have

been

focused

on

flexwork

since

well

before COVID, and we are happy to brainstorm
options with your team and discuss creative and
unique

solutions

to

your

hiring

needs

based

on

our experience.

Even

through

continues

to

this

pandemic,

exponentially

grow,

our

database

including

more

local, experienced women who are seeking jobs
exclusively

through

Connectalent.

Reach

out

to

Connectalent today to learn more!"

FEATURED PLACEMENTS & CLIENT TESTIMONIALS
"Our employee has brought new
perspectives and original ideas
to our organization.

Thank you

for bringing her to us!"

"She walked out of the interview
and we immediately knew we
wanted to extend an offer."

"We were so delighted with her
project-based work that we
asked her to continue as a
permanent part-time employee."

CONTACT US:
INFO@CONNECTALENTCT.COM
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